Virginia Humanities is seeking a colleague to join our *Encyclopedia Virginia* (EV) team. The digitally-born *Encyclopedia Virginia* is a free, reliable, multimedia resource that attempts to tell the inclusive story of Virginia for students, teachers, and communities that seek to understand how the past informs the present and the future. We are looking for an editor who can identify and recruit scholars on all aspects of Virginia history and culture to write for our site, and then edit the entries they produce so that they will be accessible to the general public. The editor reports to the director and will coordinate with the media editor and assistant editor to integrate primary resources, media, virtual tours, podcasts, and other multimedia elements into the finished entry. Since EV is an ever-evolving site, we are in search of a creative editor who can oversee the workflow from a raw entry to a final published piece as well as envision new ways to use or improve our site. Because public history is key to our mission, the editor must be able to write and speak to a variety of audiences at conferences, schools and across social media platforms, to represent who we are and what we do. The editor will also provide occasional support to the Virginia Humanities communications team.

**Experience**

- Bachelor’s degree is required, preference will be given to candidates with a degree in history or humanities
- Three years of experience with editing and developing workflows for web and/or scholarly publications is required, preference will be given to candidates with five years or more of experience.

**Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities**

- Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with faculty and other subject matter experts
- Demonstrated ability to work collegially and effectively with fellow team members to contribute to the ongoing production of a dynamic publication
- Creative, outside-the-box thinker with an interest in bringing in new ideas
- Keen intellectual curiosity, and interest in telling inclusive stories about Virginians
- Possesses an excitement for the potential role of public history in society
- Flexible, able to work on an ever-evolving project

To apply, please go to: [https://uva.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/UVAJobs/job/Charlottesville-VA/Editor---Encyclopedia-Virginia_R0011019-1](https://uva.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/UVAJobs/job/Charlottesville-VA/Editor---Encyclopedia-Virginia_R0011019-1)

For questions, please contact Peter Hedlund, pmh3g@virginia.edu

---

**AAIHS**

[African American Intellectual History Society](https://www.aaihs.org/resources/af-am-job-openings/)